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MORE THAN HALF of Scandinavia’s land area consists of boreal forest. This environment is characterized by a hilly and undulating topography interspersed by numerous lakes, rivers, streams, and mires. From the perspective of today’s urban-centred world, or if compared to the major waterways and coastal ports where connectivity and global encounters are clearly apparent, the Scandinavian inlands appear marginal. This mistaken notion, we argue, is one of the main reasons for a general scarcity of research on the history of inland Scandinavia, a fate shared by other so-called marginal landscapes in Europe. Although archaeological research has repeatedly demonstrated connections between the exploitation of frontier “outlands,” on the one hand, and agricultural plains and coastal areas on the other, the boreal forests have hitherto been considered of negligible importance for understanding the larger societal developments of the past. Not only do they lack the presence of social elites in the archaeological record and produce little written documentation prior to 1500 CE, the first permanent agrarian settlements have generally been perceived as belonging to the Viking Age (ca. 750–1050 CE) or the central and later Middle Ages (ca. 1050–1520 CE), and their presence has been explained as a result of population growth in the central agricultural regions and the new technologies that facilitated farming in forested areas. In consequence, their history has largely been written on the basis of an anachronistic archaeology looking ahead to the historical and ethnographic situation of the early modern and modern eras.

This view, however, is now being challenged by a growing body of archaeological data supplemented by an increasing number of studies based on modern methods. For
example, recent studies have shown an intensified hunt for terrestrial mammals starting around the fourth century CE, followed by a subsequent exploitation of marine mammals in the following centuries. These developments are contemporary with indications of inland agricultural expansion during the late Roman Iron Age, extending along the main river valleys that connected the region with the Gulf of Bothnia in the east and the Atlantic in the west. At several places in the boreal forest, palynological studies suggest that agricultural settlements with permanent “field-and-meadow systems” were established during the early or middle part of the Iron Age, emerging along with the development of iron production. The settlement expansion of the Iron Age seem to have been mediated by an innovative set of developments consisting of livestock herding with shielings, small-scale cereal cultivation, and diversified outland use through which resources were transformed into commodities for trade and exchange. These activities shaped a diverse but fairly repetitive record of archaeological sites distributed outside historical villages and related to the use of forest resources such as game, fish, pasture, wood, sources of energy, rock, and minerals.

Subsistence beyond the traditional spectrum of agriculture and animal husbandry is often considered a necessity when suitable land for cultivation is too scarce. In contrast, we argue that these valuable resources were the driving force behind an intensification of economic activity in this inland region. This intensification seems also to have contributed to far-reaching trade networks linking the Atlantic with the Baltic, as illustrated by the trade in whalebone gaming pieces which resulted in large volumes of standardized items being distributed across Scandinavia and the Baltic. Made from bones of the North Atlantic right whale (Eubalaena glacialis), these gaming pieces begin to appear in the sixth century and connect northern Scandinavia’s coastal zones with eastern mid-
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dle Sweden, the Åland Islands, and Denmark: all regions with a steady demand for raw materials. Whalebone remained the dominant raw material for manufacturing game pieces until the beginning of the eleventh century, when it was replaced by walrus tusks. Similar patterns have been noted for a variety of different goods. The trade in furs of the brown bear (*Ursus arctos*) developed in the Roman Iron Age, with the most intense phase dating from centuries before the Viking Age, and the archaeological remains of this trade are mainly associated with prominent burials in the agricultural regions of Scandinavia. Ecological Globalization

Although connections between the exploitation of the outlands and the agricultural plains and coastal areas are archaeologically well established, the nature of these dynamic systems are still not fully understood. What was the main driver behind the technological and social innovations observable in the archaeological record and the development of trade networks? A recent study on the medieval trade in Greenlandic walrus has conceptualized similar patterns as “ecological globalization,” a process by which the market for valuable natural resources results in the development of interdependencies between resource-extracting communities and distant centres of consumption. The research surveyed above suggests that ecological globalization was already underway in the Scandinavian inland region during the Iron Age, as shown by the intensified extraction of boreal forest resources and the establishment of far-reaching exchange networks. Most likely, this process also involved interdependencies between forest communities and people living in the central agricultural areas, but so far little is known about whether the people of the forested inlands adapted to external demands or if they took advantage of their surroundings in a more proactive way, in order to link their landscapes to the worlds outside.

Better known is that the boreal forests of inland Scandinavia constituted a heterogeneous ethno-linguistic environment. Over the course of the Iron Age and the medieval period, people were speaking different versions of the languages that became Sámi, Norwegian, Swedish, and Kvääni; from at least the late sixteenth-century there were also Finnish speakers. Hence, the ecological globalization of the boreal forests most likely fostered multilingual communities with overlapping identities, land-use systems, alli-
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ances, and crosscutting relations among families and households, presumably including levels of both cooperation and competition. From the sixteenth century onward, the development of nation-states resulted in the political construction of “fixed” ethnic identities and the drive for economic specialization, so that today the boreal forest is a contested landscape characterized by debates over its past.

For the purposes of the present article, a nuanced discussion of identity and ethnic affinity as evinced by archaeological materials is impossible. However, it can still be noted that the available evidence suggests that the Sámi people’s transition from hunting and fishing to domesticated reindeer herding was initiated during the Late Iron Age.\(^\text{16}\) This change has been explained as resulting from the consolidation of Sámi communities in response to internal tensions at times of dramatic change, with the development of reindeer pastoralism as part of this process. In this period, as discussed below, we also see changes in the trading systems of the forested inland region, which in turn occurred simultaneously with increased indications of livestock herding, the origin of shieling systems, as well as tar and iron production.\(^\text{17}\) Our presumption is that these patterns were an effect of Iron Age ecological globalization, which resulted in the over-exploitation of game (bear, moose, and wild reindeer).\(^\text{18}\) as well as the transformation of trade networks in relation to the Viking Age diaspora.\(^\text{19}\)

**Research Objective and Overview**

The main objective of this article is to synthesize archaeological evidence pointing to processes of ecological globalization in forested inland Scandinavia during the time period ca. 500 to 1400 CE.

We argue that ecological globalization induced a process that can be conceptualized as “resource colonization” at the local level: that is, the increased exploitation of a surrounding landscape aimed at extracting valued products that could be transformed into commodities through crafts and trade. A crucial component of resource colonization is establishment of the means for communication and exchange. The first part of our empirical discussion therefore focuses on ways of reconstructing networks and contacts by analyzing information from burials. We begin with a distinctive burial tradition of the forested inland region which, in general, is contemporary with indications of increased exploitation of the boreal forests: the so-called hunting-ground or outland burials. These burials will be analyzed in relation to the communication network of landscapes and routes described in later Viking Age and medieval textual sources. We contend that these burials provide insights into local initiatives of hunting and craftsmanship, as well as to pre-Viking Age exchange networks crossing the inland forests and mountains.
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Next, we discuss the main ideas behind our ongoing work of extracting and sequencing aDNA (ancient DNA) from remains of the brown bear. Many burials from the mid-Iron Age contain bear claws, which have been interpreted as the remains of entire furs or animals, since the claws were almost never used as pendants on their own. Moreover, in well-preserved inhumation graves, these claws are usually found in distinctive configurations representing each paw of the animal. Since these claws mainly appear in areas that were not suitable for bear habitats, the aim of our aDNA analysis is to determine the regions from which the bears or their hides were sourced: presumably the resource colonized landscapes of the boreal forests. Moreover, the bears’ haplotypes—their genetic profiles—will help us to estimate the degree of their genetic diversity, which in turn may provide valuable insights into the human impact on Scandinavian bear populations due to over-hunting pressure during the Iron Age and the transformation of the boreal forests during the Viking Age.

The following part of our discussion will focus on the extraction of tar and iron, commodities that we argue to be especially useful for defining and understanding the changes brought about by resource colonization shortly before, during, and after the Viking Age. During the Viking Age, the scale of tar and iron production clearly grows, and this in turn seems to have been promoted by developments in coordination among communities, landscape reorganization, and advances in technology, seemingly reflect-
ing inlanders’ agency in meeting a greater demand for tar and iron. Up to the middle of the medieval period, production seems to have been mainly driven by the needs of the peasants living near these resources. In the twelfth century, however, it is possible to see an increased involvement of external actors in the Scandinavian inlands. The final part of this paper deals with the regression of the peasants’ commodity production and their resistance to external involvement in resource extraction. To conclude, we will discuss some characteristic traits of the landscapes formed by resource colonization, especially the long-term continuity of these landscapes and their dynamic and multifunctional nature: qualities that indicate the presence of well-organized local communities that were able to take advantage of their forest resources.

Outland Burials and the Landscape as a Communicative Tool

Before the emergence of centralized emporia in the late Iron Age, interregional trade seems to have been organized and maintained by rather decentralized networks of exchange. Since trade resources were crucial for generating wealth, social status, and political influence, control of such communication routes was essential. Especially important were places in the landscape where several communication routes converged. In the central agricultural regions of Scandinavia, an apparent feature of such spaces are concentrations of burials; many of the places that later became central to trade often emerged in such areas.

Hunting-ground or outland graves comprise low, round, stone settings which are morphologically very similar—although with a distinct boreal flavour—to contemporary Iron Age graves located in the central agrarian areas of Scandinavia during the first millennium CE. The main difference is that the burials are not located near a farmstead or a village, but in outland areas characterized by dense forests or mountains. Excavations of outland graves have often revealed unusually rich grave goods, especially from burials dated to the late Iron Age (600–1050 CE). These objects include spears and arrowheads, iron tools like hammers and chisels, and jewellery in the form of beads and bronze belt buckles. These materials link the burials with craft centres located outside the forested inland region. Outland graves are mainly found in the regions of Dalarna, Härjedalen, and Jämtland in Sweden; and in the regions of Hedmark and Dalarna in Norway. Roughly, they can be divided into two phases. In the early Iron Age (200 BCE–600 CE), they were often arranged in groups, with up to forty graves in the same place. In the late Iron Age (600–1100 CE), outland graves were more commonly constructed in solitude or in smaller groups of two to five.
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Plate 2.1. Graves and archaeological remains in outland areas are often very hard to see. The solitary grave mound in the central part of the picture above is only revealed by the small change in elevation and a slight change in vegetation, in the form of white moss growing on the stones (Hormmunden, Dalarna, 600–700 CE).

Plate 2.2. Grave field on a small promontory in the lake of Hormmunden, Dalarna, Sweden. The site has not been excavated, but the location and character of the site indicates an early Iron Age date.
Unfortunately, few settlements contemporary to these burials have been identified in the inland region, which makes it difficult to contextualize them. However, they occupy the same geographical settings as other archaeological sites that are more visible in the landscape, for example the wide-ranging pitfall trap systems used for hunting wild reindeer and moose (see below).\textsuperscript{26} Outland graves were first scientifically described in the 1930s, and since then archaeologists have debated whether the communities constructing the graves were colonists from agrarian areas or a pre-existing population which subsisted on hunting, fishing, and gathering; the latter viewpoint is dominant today.\textsuperscript{27} However, a strict dichotomy between farming and hunting/gathering communities is problematic; based on archaeological investigations and pollen analysis from the burials, it has been suggested that the hunting and gathering communities in the forested region also practiced animal husbandry to some extent, in some cases as early as the late Bronze Age (ca. 1700–500 BCE).\textsuperscript{28}

A spatial analysis of outland burials from Dalarna and Hedmark indicates that the burials’ early phase is concentrated in low-lying forested areas. Furthermore, the graves are often placed near rivers and lakes: 82 percent of the thirty-four graves in the low-lying areas (defined as below seven hundred metres above sea level) which have been studied are located within one hundred metres from a larger lake or river.\textsuperscript{29} Transport on watercourses was likely the preferred means of travelling, both during the summer and in the wintertime. Moreover, many of the burials are located on narrow promontories where they would have been visible from all directions. One of the exceptions is the grave at Vidjesundsfjärden, Dalarna, which is located in a small bay with limited visibility from the surrounding area. Its location near the shore may signify its important symbolic role in the burial ritual, perhaps as a boundary between the living world and afterlife. But the general pattern of exposed locations is arguably as significant for understanding the function of these burials as landmarks within communication networks.

A similar pattern can be noted for the burials of the later phase, which in general are concentrated in the elevated mountainous terrain at altitudes from about seven to eleven hundred metres above sea level.\textsuperscript{30} Previous research has suggested that these mountain graves were not placed randomly in the landscape; rather, they were constructed at exposed positions in connection to trade routes.\textsuperscript{31} An additional argument for relating these burials to communication networks can be made by comparing the distribution of the outland burials in both Hedmark and Dalarna with the medieval pilgrimage route to the shrine of St. Olof at Nidaros (modern day Trondheim in Norway).

This route appears in written accounts from the twelfth century onward, but its spatial relationship with outland burials makes it likely that it was based on an older,
Contesting Marginality

pre-existing path whose origins may go back to the Iron Age. This single example demonstrates the potential for reconstructing the past route systems of the Scandinavian inland region.

The material culture of the outland burials and their placement in the landscape are both important for reconstructing contacts and communication in inland Scandinavia. Some of the burial sites reveal continuous use over several hundreds of years, for example the grave fields around lake Horrmunden in Dalarna, Sweden, and the graves at Lilla Solensjøen in Hedmark, Norway. These places are also located in convergence zones of different river networks and in boundary locations between lowland and highland regions. These locations and their longevity can be seen as indications of their function as meeting places and hubs for trade and communication. Indeed, the importance of trade between western Dalarna and Norway is also known from written sources. Other findings suggest that iron ore artifacts were deposited in the ground there during a time when there was an increase in the construction of trapping pit, or pitfall, systems in Jämtland. This may well reflect changes in the organization of the surrounding com-
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munity to intensify hunting. But further investigations are needed in order to confirm the established patterns and to further our understanding of the networks that linked the inland with the worlds outside.

**Tracing Trade through the Ancient DNA of Brown Bears**

DNA extracted from old biological remains contains information on the individual organism, as well its broader population and species. With the latest technology, even highly degraded materials can yield sequences of both mitochondrial (mtDNA) and nuclear DNA. Even though this research has focused primarily on humans, these methods are increasingly applied to other animal species, both wild and domesticated, as well as to bacteria. Most often, aDNA has been used to study phylogeography and demographic processes. However, by assigning individuals to a genetic type or group, the method can also be a tool for estimating provenance within a certain geographical region. This application of aDNA is quite recent, but has a significant potential to answer both ecological as well as archaeological questions.

A key question for us concerns how humans have affected wild animal populations through harvesting and trade. In two recent studies, this approach has been successfully applied to food remains and artifacts traded over long distances during the Viking Age; by assigning haplotypes geographically, it was possible to estimate the region of origin for traded codfish and walrus ivory. For the walrus material, a mitochondrial haplotype exclusively found around Greenland and eastern Canada was used to trace long distance trade from the Norse colony on Greenland to northern Europe. An important prerequisite for successfully assigning genetic types to a certain geography is a distinct population structure, preferably delineated by using DNA from contemporary samples.

One species that has a strong geographic structure based on the mtDNA, and is therefore particularly well suited for studies of geographical provenance, is the Scandinavian brown bear (*Ursus arctos*). A distinct latitudinal division between a northern and a southern group characterizes its DNA and the two populations meet at a contact zone located in the central Scandinavian Peninsula, in the regions of northern Trøndelag (Norway) and northern Jämtland (Sweden). Since females exclusively pass on mtDNA, this structure is believed to be maintained due to female bears not dispersing far from their mother’s home range. Despite a recent “demographic bottleneck” in the bear
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population, the structure seems to have remained intact over the last centuries and is most likely of ancient origin. For humans of this region, the brown bear is intimately associated with the boreal forest and has played a prominent role in Scandinavian cultures. Among the Sámi, it is one of the most significant animals and numerous rituals and taboos have characterized their relationship with it. Notably, the bear was venerated as a sacred creature and, after consumption of the flesh, the bones were arranged in anatomical order and buried in so-called bear burials. In Norse culture, bears are featured in myths and legends and (as already noted) remains of the animal are frequently found in graves, especially during the mid-Iron Age. The remaining claws are assumed to originate from furs which covered or supported the deceased. These graves are commonly found in Scandinavia’s central agricultural region, and since bears were likely scarce or completely absent in those areas, the remains of their furs potentially indicate the existence of far-reaching trade networks.

Indeed, a significant increase in the occurrence of these bear claws around the sixth and seventh centuries coincides with traces of peaking trade activity in the Scandinavian inland. A recent study shows intensified pitfall trap construction beginning as early as the Bronze Age, but with increased intensification from the end of the Roman Iron Age (ca. 300–400 CE) to the beginning of the Viking Age. The first peak appears in the Vendel period (550–790 CE), several hundred years earlier than previously assumed, and at the same time when bear furs were deposited in large numbers in burials of the central agricultural regions. Although bears were probably not hunted in pitfalls, this revised chronology shows a general increase in the exploitation of terrestrial animals in the middle of the Iron Age and no direct connection to a presumed expansion in the Viking Age. The increase in the use of pitfall traps, as well as the discovery of numerous hordes of Roman coins, attest to intensified hunting and far-reaching networks, presumably through middlemen, trading with Roman colonies. Interestingly, these pitfall trapping systems are most densely distributed in Jämtland, geographically overlapping with the contact zone between the two mtDNA-groups of bears.

The geographic origin of the bear furs from the Iron Age graves in southern Scandinavia could thus potentially reveal not only an important connection to the forested region of inland Scandinavia, but also to other areas of the global North, providing a unique insight into the provenance of the bears as resources for hunting and trade. Genetic data from prehistoric brown bears has been collected and is currently being used to build a genetic reference map. The sampled bear remains were collected from graves in central and southern Scandinavia, as well as from northern Sweden and the inland regions. We have especially targeted datable remains from Sámi bear burials.
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sacrificial sites, and human burials capturing a range of cultural contexts. We are thus hopeful that, by using specifically adapted techniques to extract and sequence the DNA, we will be able to determine the geographical origins of the bears. In addition, their haplotypes will enable an estimate of their genetic diversity, which can indicate how intensified human hunting affected the Scandinavian bear population; the geographical distribution of the two mtDNA-groups will be viewed in relation to the proposed resource colonization processes of inland Scandinavia. At this time, based on data from burials located in the central agricultural regions, a considerable decrease in bear furs can be noted in the Viking Age, suggesting over-exploitation that is reflected in the chronology of pitfall systems. It is also possible to identify a contemporary transformation in the land-use systems of boreal forests, especially in the production of tar and iron.

**Forests in Transformation: Viking Age Tar Production**

Up to the beginning of the nineteenth century, tar produced in kilns or dales was one of the major export commodities of Sweden (then including Finland). The production dominated the international market and was fundamental for maintaining European fleets of wooden ships. (Tar has been used for a number of different purposes, but the most important function has been the treatment, protection and sealing of wooden constructions.) The method for obtaining tar is to heat green wood in a low-oxygen environment; in Scandinavia, the most commonly used wood is pine. Although the use of resinous products has a very long history, reaching as far back as the Palaeolithic era, prehistoric tar production has received little archaeological attention until recently.

In Sweden, ancient funnel-shaped tar production pits were first detected by archaeological research in the province of Uppland. Because these facilities lack the drawing pipes known from historically described tar dales, they have accordingly been interpreted as remains from a different and older, direct method of tar production. This interpretation has been supported by a combination of archaeological observations, analogies to central European findings, and geochemical analysis. The chronology of the funnels shows an initial phase of construction dating to the Roman Iron Age, characterized by small-scale household production organized at the settlement level. In the late Iron Age, evidence suggests the development of large-scale tar production, marked by a geographical shift in production from settlements to the forested outlands. The change in location also involved a change in size and scale: whereas production in the settlements was based on funnels about a metre in diameter, capable of producing around fifteen litres of tar in every cycle, the outland funnels extended up to ten metres in diameter with an estimated production of around three hundred litres in one production cycle.
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Even if it were possible to produce larger amounts of tar through repeated firings in smaller pits, the transition to forest production suggests a major increase in demand contemporary with the emergence of the Viking Age’s intensified maritime culture. Experiments have shown that a single Viking ship required approximately five hundred litres of tar that had to be maintained by repeated coatings. Furthermore, the treatment of sails made from wool also required large quantities of tar, mixed with grease, in order to avoid excess permeability. There are also contemporary indications that tar was becoming a major commodity at emporia around the Baltic. Brushes and buckets found at both Hedeby and Birka indicate the handling and use of tar; at Ribe and Schleswig, finds of containers are evidence for long-distance transports of tar from the early eighth century and onwards.53

The exponential transformation of medieval tar production was almost certainly driven by economic forces as well as a series of societal changes. More important, however, for our purposes, is the fact that the strategic transition to a location near to the raw materials implies a completely different way of organizing production, including long-term planning and forest management. The scale of production means that large numbers of people had to be released from their ordinary tasks in agrarian settlements in order to spend time at tar production, which involved the intense labour of cutting and splitting trees, the construction and maintenance of funnels, the piling of wood, oversight of the extraction process, and finally the transport of several hundred litres of tar to the trade or construction site. There are indications that some of the tar production sites in the later medieval and post-medieval periods evolved into shielings (seasonal settlements) and it could be suggested that these sites were used seasonally, perhaps in combination with livestock herding.54

Steady Supplies of Iron

Increased tar production is not the only evidence for the intensified resource colonization that transformed the boreal forest landscapes of the later Iron Age and early Middle Ages.55 For the last two millennia, iron has been among the most important of resources, needed for agricultural tools, construction, and weapons. A stable and steady supply of iron produced in these inland regions was therefore vital to the central role Scandinavia played in the economy of the Late Iron Age. The iron was produced from bog ore, while the large woodland areas provided plenty of fuel for bloomery furnaces. Thousands of iron production sites are known, and it is likely that this is still just a fraction of the total number of sites that would once have existed. Production became increasingly prevalent from around 500 to 400 BCE.56 In this first phase, slag was solidified in a pit below the shaft furnace, with the consequence being that the furnace needed to be rebuilt after
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However, this method was effective provided that production was well organized and could draw on sufficient labour. From around 600 CE, there was a gradual change in technology from labour-intensive large-scale sites to smaller sites with reusable furnaces. Charcoal was now produced outside the furnace, and this expanded the species of wood that could be used as fuel, including mountain birch, and opened up large, high-lying areas for iron production. This change in technology facilitated an integration of iron production alongside the agrarian activities of husbandry and small-scale cereal cultivation. From this time onwards, iron production in Scandinavia was increasingly concentrated in the inland and woodland areas (see Map 2.3). Most sites were quite small, with one or two bloomery furnaces in which the reduction of ore could have been done in just a few days. However, preparations before the actual smelting were more time consuming, involving the collecting, drying, and roasting of the bog ore, forest clearing, and the production of charcoal, before finally collecting clay and building the furnace. The need for careful organization
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as well as the number of extant sites suggests that iron production had become an integral part of the forest’s agrarian landscapes and the lives of the people living there.\textsuperscript{61}

Based on metallurgical analyses, one can estimate the ratio between the amount of slag on a given site and the amount of iron produced there.\textsuperscript{62} In turn, extrapolation from well-surveyed regions allow estimates of the total number of iron production sites that flourished from the Viking and Middle Ages. Multiplying this estimate by the average amount of slag on each site, it is also possible to estimate the total amount of iron produced in these eras. That estimate points to the production of about sixty thousand tonnes of iron from the Hardangervidda region and its surroundings in southern Norway, and about one hundred and ninety thousand tonnes throughout the whole of southern Norway.\textsuperscript{63} As shown in Figure 2.1, and highlighted above, there was an espe-
cially high production rate in the period 950–1300 CE. These estimates indicate that iron production in this region exceeded both local and regional demand, which in turn indicates that inland farmers did not primarily produce iron for local consumption, but for trade and exchange.

Three factors contributed to this massive expansion of iron production from the end of the Viking Age: new technology, increased demand for iron, and the existence of stable economic networks and places of trade. As noted above, the introduction of charcoal pits expanded the varieties of wood that could be used as furnace fuel, including mountain birch. In addition, production sites became smaller and less labour-intensive. This meant that production became more flexible and could be adapted as a component to any multi-use farm, alongside livestock herding, small scale agriculture, fishing, hunting, and trapping. However, an iron production technology suited for skilled inland farmers is irrelevant if they cannot exchange the iron, leading us to the second factor: increased demand. The rise of regional surplus production can thus be seen as a result of supply and demand mechanisms affecting the value of iron, although caution is required when applying modern economic concepts to premodern conditions.

One important driver was population growth from the Viking and Middle Ages, which in turn was linked to the introduction of scythes, iron-shod spades and more effective plows that improved agricultural yields. A larger population then further increased the need for iron tools, weapons, and building materials, most likely increasing the value of iron as a resource and a commodity. The expansion of iron production to inland areas suggests that farmers there considered the benefit sufficient for the risk of diverting already scarce resources, such as time and labour, on surplus iron production. A final determining factor for the emergence of regional surplus production was stable economic networks and secure places for trade and exchange. If farmers embarked on extensive iron production, they had to prioritize this work over other ventures with potentially more secure returns. Therefore, they had to be sure that they could trade their surplus iron, which presupposes stable societal structures that allowed trading networks and annual or permanent marketplaces to be maintained over extended periods.
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“The Last Battle”: Defending Commodity Production and Trade Networks

In 1921, a mass grave was discovered in Stora Tuna, Dalarna (Sweden). Recent osteological analyses show that the buried persons had been executed by decapitation with an axe or sword. The event has been dated to the twelfth century, which implies that the mass grave is contemporary to a period of growing control of trade hubs and emerging urban centres by royal, ecclesiastical, and aristocratic powers. This societal and political development challenged the claims of self-organization and independence maintained by the landed peasants of inland Scandinavia. Not least, the royal demand for increased control of trade posed a threat to the forest agrarian peasants relying on commodity production and trade for their wealth and status. In addition, technological innovations created new competitors for the commodities produced in the outland. The invention of blast furnaces in the Swedish mining district competed with small-scale iron production, while an evident switch from the use of antlers to bones from butchered livestock, as seen in remains from comb-makers’ shops, reduced the demand for commodities produced by forest peasants.

In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, then, local commodity production and peasant-controlled trade networks seem to have been under severe threat. But the question remains: did the forest peasants accept the developments without a fight, or did they manage to resist? We do not know if the mass grave in Stora Tuna was the result of a vanquished peasant uprising. What we do know is that these findings are contemporaneous, and that forest peasants in the region pursued outland commodity production that generated wealth. Resistance need not have been armed, but could have been enacted in many other ways. In order to shed light on what the archaeological record can tell us about peasant resistance in defence of their outland commodity production, we will move from Dalarna to the adjacent region of northern Värmland.

In northern Värmland, forest peasants had produced bloomery iron at least since the sixth century CE, but from the ninth century onward this practice was transformed to surplus production in combination with more intensified hunting by pitfall systems, as described above. Judging from the spatial organization of Viking Age and medieval sites, the hamlet seems to have been the main production unit for both iron production and pitfall hunting. However, in the early thirteenth century, we see a clear break, first in the production of iron and then, some fifty years later, in pitfall construction and elk hunting. The downturn is radical, and production apparently dwindled to nearly nothing. Then, in the fourteenth century, iron production increases slightly, based on the introduction of new modes of organization and improved technology. At iron produc-
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tion sites, new, more stable, and probably larger furnaces, likely borrowing some traits from the new blast furnaces, were constructed: see Figure 2.2. The work of cleaning the bloom, previously performed at the different farmsteads, was now conducted at the iron production site, which saved both labour and transport. The production of charcoal was also reformed, probably by introducing charcoal stacks similar to blast furnace technology.\footnote{There has been no systematic survey of charcoal stacks in the area, therefore this is a qualified guess based on the recording of a few sites.} Another novelty was the introduction of a water-powered smithy, which probably operated on a communal level, in contrast to the smithing previously carried out at individual farmsteads or hamlets. New organizational forms based on increased cooperation are also visible in the pitfall hunting systems of this time, as we have already noted, involving the collective ingenuity and labour of several farmsteads and hamlets. When intense pitfall hunting took off in the ninth century, single or several grouped pitfalls became standard, again to be replaced in the fourteenth century by long systems of pitfalls for elk that involved cooperation on a large scale.

What do these changes signify? In a time of emerging crisis, involving the threats of authoritative powers and new technologies competing with forest peasants’ com-
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Commodity production, local peasants seem to have chosen to draw on older, more cooperative forms of land management. Renewed cooperation and the reestablishment of collective resources aimed not only to be more competitive in commodity production, but was also a form of resistance against the increasing external and hierarchical powers of crown, clergy, and the nobility. The resistance also seems to have included direct challenges to the nobility. The aristocracy sprang, in most cases, from families with considerable wealth, social status, and capacity for conspicuous consumption. The aristocracy invested in symbols, such as coats of arms, to visualize their identity and status as noble lineages. Yet the landed forest peasants also owned such resources, especially those from families who had been involved in commodity production and trade for long periods of time. From excavated settlements there is evidence of these peasants possessing horses, weapons, and imported goods. Retrieved accessories indicate that the peasants were also aware of aristocratic fashion and dress codes. They even responded in kind to the introduction of noble symbols, as shown by the thirteenth-century heraldic mount with a homemade coat of arms found in an excavation at the hamlet of Skramle.

The efforts of the forest peasants failed, however. The improvement of production technologies and increased cooperation to meet the competition of the emerging nobility was not enough. Markets for peasant outland commodities disappeared, and instead the forest peasants focused on the agrarian side of their economy, especially livestock herding and cattle breeding. During the later Middle Ages, the use of shielings grew significantly and, in the early modern period, shielings became a new platform for forest commodity production, fulfilling demands from the expanding Swedish mining districts. Thus, with the loss of their trade networks, the forest agrarian peasants became more closely aligned with what the word “peasant” means today. The archaeological sites, and possibly the decapitated bodies in the mass grave of Stora Tuna, can be understood as memorials of a battle that has not been recorded in written documents, and thus not properly told before.

---
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The Resource-Colonized Landscapes of the Global North

During the first fifteen hundred years of our era, Scandinavian societies became increasingly integrated into global politics and economies. Networks for interregional contact and flows of trade goods were formed and an increased array of imports—from Europe and from the forested outlands of Scandinavia’s inland region—accumulated in the central marketplaces that emerged during this period. In this article, we have presented ongoing archaeological research into Scandinavia’s forested inland region, proposing that its people and communities were socially and economically integrated into systems of trade and in close interaction with the worlds outside. At the local level, this process resulted in intensive resource colonization that shaped landscapes and aimed at the exploitation of valued resources for crafts and trade. An apparent feature of archaeological sites in the forested landscapes is that they appear in clusters which are not randomly distributed.80 These clusters sustained sets of different activities over a longue durée: big game hunting, livestock herding, iron smelting, tar production, and the construction of routes and burial grounds which can be seen as significant for the development of communication networks. The long continuity of these managed landscapes was the result of locally driven enterprises that claimed multifunctional activity areas through collective action and organization, and were already established in the early or middle Iron Age. Their resource colonization by peripheral hunting and/or forest agrarian livestock-herding communities was consequently based on—and also determined by—complex social and economic relations reflecting interrelated socio-economic systems of extraction, production, and consumption. We argue, therefore, that resource colonization and commodity production in the forested inlands of Scandinavia are crucial to identifying and understanding the contours of the premodern global North.
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Abstract In this article, we present ongoing archaeological research into Scandinavia’s forested inland region, suggesting that its people and communities were socially and economically integrated into systems of trade and in close interaction with the worlds outside, as early as the first centuries of the Common Era. The article presents a range of archaeological evidence, from ca. 500 to 1400 CE, for processes of ecological globalization, manifested by the exploitation of local landscapes and the extraction of valued products that could be transformed into commodities through crafts and trade. These forested landscapes were reliant on—and also shaped by—complex social and economic relations reflecting interrelated socio-economic systems of extraction, production, and consumption. Our main argument is that these landscapes are crucial to identifying and understanding the contours of the premodern global North.
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